Weekly Faith Formation Update
September 28- October 2, 2020

Kids Art Spot

One of my favorite new links for ideas is Kids Art Spot! This week they feature rainbow crafts. It is a great time to grab your favorite children’s bible storybook and read the story of Noah and the ark. While the kids are doing the following project, pose a couple “I Wonder” questions to get them thinking.

• Hear...what sounds do you hear when it rains
• See...what colors do you see in the rainbow
• Act...how can you help God make sure everyone God promised to protect is safe?

3D Rainbow

Materials needed: strips of colored construction paper, blue sky backdrop, glue stick, cotton balls

1. Cut strips of paper one for each color of the rainbow
2. Fold one end of each strip about ½ inch (leave the other side unfolded for now)
3. Glue folded edge onto blue backdrop
4. Bend the strips to form a small arc and glue other end to blue paper
5. Place cotton balls onto blue paper to symbolize clouds and glue down

GenOn Ministries | Sunday Lift

Sunday Lift is a resource produced by GenOn Ministries each quarter and has excellent ideas to do a virtual Sunday School.

We Belong to God (Sample of Sunday Lift)

Read I Corinthians 3:23 and I John 3:1

Talk about God loving us and the Bible describes our belonging to God in different ways.

Go around the Zoom Meeting, say “___(child’s name)___ you are a child of God.”

Use the following wondering questions:

• How do you know you belong to your family?
• How do we know we belong to God and the church?
• What difference does it make to you that you belong to God?

Activity: “Child of God” Cards

Materials needed: cardstock, markers, art materials for decorating cards

1. Create greeting cards for children to decorate with I John 3:1 on the inside.
2. Print this on cards and decorate.
3. Mail the cards to the individual needing spiritual welcoming (elderly, grieving a loss, sick)